Benefit Dance
A benefit dance %ill be gi% en
tonight at 9 in the Women’s
Gym by the Pan-African Student Union, formerly Black
Student Union, with proceeds benefiting the blacks
in Cairo, Ill. Admission is 50
cents, black literature or
canned food.

Weather
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Today will br fair and partly
cloudy with west winds from
fit e to 10 miles per hour.
This afternoon’s tempera.
fun- high %4 ill be 65 degrees;
tonight’s I,,w a ill be from 95
to 40. [his weekend will be
generally fair with light
smog.
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Judicial Ruling
Backs Brennan

Athlete’s
Hearing
Put Off

By EARL REASON
appointed in the capacity of clerical
By TERRY FARRELL
Daily Wire Editor
help (Act 51, Sect. II of the AS. ConstiDaily Political Writer
Debate over the establishment of
tution
therefore the position of
A.S. Judiciary ruled last night by a 6grievance procedures postponed the
1-1 margin that Steve Brennan’s dual executive vice president is not an A.S.
hearing of SJS track standout Kirk
role as an upper division legislator and office and it is not in violation of the
Clayton, before the Athletic Advisory
executive vice president is not a viola- constitution.
Board yesterday in Adm. 167. Clayton
."However, Judiciary considers this a
tion of the AS. Constitution. Tacked
asserts that the Athletic Department
ethical
question
and
onto the decision was a recommen- serious
did not give him his full athletic
dation that Brennan resign from one of recommends that Brennan resign from
scholarship.
his posts due to possible "ethical one of his two offices."
The hearing was postponed until Jan.
Justice Joel Espinoza cast the
entanglements."
12.
Brennan postponed action on the negative vote on the measure. He
Dr. Robert Bronzan, SJS director of
decision until he could confer with AS. explained his move by stating, "There
athletics, a member of the board,
President Bill Langan and other was nothing personal in my decision. As
contended that hearing procedures
members of the administration. He I saw the case it was a clear fact that it
must be established to insure that the
stated, "I believe that my actions this is unconstitutional to hold more than
board would not be accused of unfairly
semester have been fair. I have repre- one AS. government office."
judging any case that should come
sented the constituency which elected
PLAINTIFFS
before them.
me a councilman fairly and I have
Arguments presented by plaintiffs
-If we don’t have any established
taken a big clerical load off of Langan’s
procedure, we’ll be holding a tiger by
hands. Bill has been able to spend his John Merz and Ron Harbeck during the
the tail if our recommendation is ever
time with more important duties case had viewed Brennan’s position as
challenged as unfair," said Bronzan.
thereby making the total A.S. govern- executive vice president as an A.S.
However, because of the board’s
government office. They felt Brennan
ment more effective."
Benson,
SJS
TOYLANDCherl
graduate
ADULT
the
EERIE
third
week
of
each
semester.
Eye-hand
coordination
should have been required to receive
original function, Dr. Robert McNair,
DECISION
secretary, fingers the knob on the Brightness tests, visual illusions and speech confusers are available to
psychology
could not agree with Broman.
The Judicial decision read, "Steve approval from A.S. Council before
Comparator, one of the many fascinating instruments in the any student during the lab week. See story on page 6.
"This committee was born out of a
Brennan should be considered as an accepting the dual role.
third floor Centennial Hall psychology lab. The lab is open in
-Daily photo by Ron Burda
crisis situation. One football game was
appointee of the A.S. president. He was
Langan argued in Brennan’s behalf
cancelled and another one was almost
that the A.S. president has the power to
cancelled because, I assume, of a
appoint staff assistants without the
situation like this." said McNair.
approval of Council.
The board was established by former
MEET TODAY
SJS president, Robert Clark because of
In other action the Judiciary called
incidents surrounding the SJSfor a surprise meeting today at 10 a.m.
University of Texas at El Paso game
to hear appeals from recall leaders
that was cancelled in 1967 and the SJSregarding Wednesday’s Election Board
Brigham Young game in 1968 that was
invalidation of the recall petition. Judiboycotted by the black athletes.
By FRANK FERTADO
"I do not know the answers to these ciary will meet in the A.S. Council
As of yesterday, Fresno State office? When might you use unpreMcNair emphasized that the board’s
Daily Assistant Editor
not speculate whether cedented (at least unprecedented until qucstions," he continued. "I do not even chamber.
officials
could
function was to reconciliate grievances
In an extremely critical letter,
the current controversy at the campus Friday. Dec. 4, 19701 tactics of sealing know the probability of these events
Andy MacDonald, recall chairman,
whenever possible and that the only Fresno State College’s
Economics
will be discussed at th,.. committee my department’s office? When might occurring. I do know, however, that and Bob Riner, chairman of the Elecway to determine if the matter could be Department chairman
yesterday
you do something even more bizarre they are possible.
meeting.
tion Board, are expected to testify at
reconciled would be for the full resigned from his post in
protest of
and incredible?" Dr. Shaw asked.
Continued on page 3 today’s Judicial session.
President Baxter was not available
committee to hear the grievance now. recent actions taken by college Presiyesterday to comment on Dr. Shaw’s
Bronzan, Porter and Dr. Hugh dent Norman A. Baxter.
resignation. However, Curtis Tuck, a
Edgar, however, argued against this
Following nearly a week of turmoil on
spokesman for the college, told the
point.
the Fresno campus, Dr. John A. Shaw,
Daily that he had "no knowledge" of
A compromise was reached when Economics Department chairman, rethe resignation. He further stated he
Benton White presented a motion for signed, explaining in his letter to Dr.
didn’t think Dr. Baxter was aware of
the establishment of a subcommittee to Baxter he "could no longer cause evil
the situation, either.
include Bronzan, Porter, McNair, by my inaction," the Daily learned yesDr. Shaw’s resignation stated that the
student-athlete liaison Tony Jackson terday.
"evil" which has been perpetuated on
and another faculty member, to be
Dr. Shaw’s unexpected action
the campus the last few years has been
named later, to establish grievance climaxes a week which saw 13
"massive." "During your ( Dr.
procedures for the board’s approval professors fired and the chairman and
By LYNN PARENT
Democrat because that’s where his people are, is lying
Baxter’s) short tenure as president,
before the next meeting.
Daily Staff Writer
and miseducating people by lending credence to the
assistant chairman of the English
you
are
directly
accountable
for
much
The motion was unanimously Department removed from their
"It’s not the Socialists nor the Communists who are the
illusion that one of these two parties can offer us the
injury," said Dr. Shaw.
approved, and the board will vote it’s administrative posts while campus
enemies of the Chicanos. On the contrary, it’s the
solution to our economic ills," said Lozada.
he
criticized
himself,
However,
approval of the procedures by mail police guarded locksmiths who barred
Democrats and Republicans who have oppressed us,"
Lozada believes the formation of a Chicano Independent
saying,
"Because
I
have
continued
to
before the next meeting.
declared Froben Lozada scholar-in-residence, yesterday.
Political party is a much greater threat to this system
and bolted doors.
hold a position in the administration
Lozada attacked the Democratic and Republican
than the breaking of ten windows in ten Bank of America
Furthermore, it has been predicted
hierarchy during this time, I must also
parties as "parasites.’
branches "because it means that thousands of Chicanos
the situation at Fresno State will
be held accountable. I can no longer
’Chicanos throughout the Southwest are fully aware
are breaking from the system. Its a small step but
worsen when the Committee on Faculty
cause evil by my inaction. I can no
that we cannot go to either party to see which one will give
extremely significant."
and Staff Affairs of the State College
longer remain as a part of your ( Dr.
us the ’better deal’ because experience has taught us that
NATIONAL PARTY
Board of Trustees holds a meeting on
Baxter’s) administration."
the only thing we will get are better promises," he said.
La Raza Unida party is now in its formative stages in
the Fresno campus Tuesday.
The Economics Department chair’PARASITES’
California, he continued, in the near future it should
The meeting will take place at 10 a.m.
man said he could no longer function in
Lozada claims Chicanos are not in the Democratic
become a national party "which means that Chicanos in
in the Speech Arts Building -Arena
his position at a college and within an
he
said,
it
is
because
they
are
hustled
are,
Party.
If
they
the movement are adding an additional weapon
Theatre. The session, which was administration "where police force,
there by "political parasites."
independent political action."
scheduled last summer, will include rather than reason, is used. -Chicanos
are
in
the
Democratic
party
for
only
one
day
"So you see, it’s like a double barrel shotgun, one barrel
discussion of tenure and grievance
out
of
every
four
years
and
that
is
why
thousands
of
providing direct action (demonstrations) and the other
In his letter, Dr. Shaw asked
procedures, information on personnel
Chicanos
in
Texas
and
Colorado
are
saying
’We
don’t
want
barrel
political action. It is stupid to shout ’off the pig and
Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford, twice fired program evaluations, and proposed
President Baxter several serious
to use the Democratic party, we want to destroy it,"
then six months later vote for a Democrat," he declared.
by Chancellor Dumke, has received action on 1971-72 administrative and
questions. "When might you decide to
declared Lozada.
"It is incorrect to picket or boycott a patron ( boss and
official notice he is rehired for 1971-72. support staff salary increases.
use armed forces to eject me from my
Lozada said the Democratic party is made up of a
then turn and vote for his hacks," he added.
The professor learned of his rehiring
colition of Chicanos, blacks, labor unions and white
Lozada claims there are thousand upon thousands of
Wednesday.
liberals.
Chicanos leaving the Democratic party and forming their
Dr. Rutherford’s retention follows a
"Therefore, when we Chicanos pull out of this party it
own independent party. -They have seen through the
struggle with the chancellor that lasted
will make it impossible for it to ever win another
farce of the Democratic and Republican parties," he said.
nearly a year.
election," stated Lozada. "We have enough votes to tip the
The associate professor of psycho’RULERS’ USE PARTIES
scale."
logy was rehired when a statewide grieThese two parties have been used consistently by the
tools
used
by
the
best
I.ozada
believes
that
one
of
the
vance panel overruled the chancellor.
rulers, he said, to perpetrate the illusion that a solution
"ruling class" of this country is that of the so-called two
Previously, the statewide personnel
will come about through one of those two parties.
of
government.
system
party
board stripped Dr. Rutherford of his
"Because politicians respond to multi -millionaires and
SUPER-RICH
tenure. He is currently petitioning the
billionaires, thousands and thousands are taking and
Republicans,
These
two
parties,
the
Democrats
and
In
the
second
symposium
Her
explanation
for
the
discrepancies
day of the
courts to have his tenure reinstated.
playing a role of independent action." he continued.
were designed by the super-rich for their usenot for the
between test scores and actual college
Dr. Rutherford is presently serving on "The Unintellectual Use of IntelliI,ozada said Chicanos exert more pressure when
blacks
or
working
class
whites,"
he
said.
Chicanos,
of
use
gence
Tests,"
success
is
the
unpredictability
of
educators
continued
to
as a two-year probationary faculty
working outside these two parties.
These two parties were not designed for Chicano
standardized IQ tests that are designed
member even though he has taught at refute the thesis published by Dr.
Lozada also attacked the tenure committee of SJS for
Arthur Jensen stating that blacks are
for white middle class children. She I.iberation, declared Lozada, they have kept us
not granting tenure to Mrs. 1,ila Garfinkel, assistant
SJS for eight years.
oppressed. "And more and more people are realizing this
also stated that some feel that a
Dr. Rutherford told the Spartan Daily inherently inferior to whites.
professor of foreign languages.
"weakness in educational skills is the fact."
earlier this semeste- that he expected
"This action ( not granting tenure) is decidedly
Dr. Bernadene Allen, Tutorials, first
.Any Chicano or black man who says he’s running as a
same as the lack of intelligence."
to be fired by the chancellor again.
political," accused Lozada.
to speak yesterday, discussed "High
The professor led a January, 1969 Risk Students are Good Risks: The
faculty strike at SJS. He was president Success of the EOP." She reported
of the SJS American Feration of figures compiled over the last three
Teachers AFL-CIO which walked out years based on EOP students’ progress
in sympathy with the San Francisco and success in college. At the UniverState College chapter of the organi- sity of California, Berkeley, EOP freshzation.
man maintained a 2.5 grade point
Dr. Rutherford said that Chancellor average as compared to a 2.67 GPA of
Duinke "singled me out" and opposed white freshmen. The EOP students had
)4 the school system and the city GutierieL stated.
By KEN ENCINAS
his tenure reinstatement in violation of a slightly higher return rate than did
Chicano history which included all
council," said Gutierrez.
Daily Staff Writer
an agreement following the 1969 faculty
OWN LAW ENFORCEMENT
walks of life, from the revolutionary to
regular freshmen.
strike.
Semana Chicana reached the halfLa
Raza
Unida
party,
with
its
the rich. Each actor represented a form
SYSTEM CHANGED
At SJS, in its third year in the EOP
way point Wednesday night in its week
A spokesman for the chancellor gave
majority vote on the city council took of Chicano life and created their images
Gutierrez is currently president of steps to have the Texas Rangers and in a
long Chicano cultural and educational
a reason for Dr. Rutherford’s firing. He program, two-thirds of the EOP
dimly lit atmosphere.
said there was "evidence that Mr. students enrolled in the fall of 1967 had
programs. Jose Angel Gutierrez, state the school board and along with a the Highway Patrols jurisdiction
DANCE TONIGHT
vote
on
the
board
has
done
majority
enrolled
or
were
still
either
graduated
chairman of the La Raza Unida party in
Rutherford failed to meet his prof esremoved from within the city limits.
Semana Chicana will continue
to
change
the
system
to
better
much
were
full-time
later.
Most
years
two
.iional obligations for a period during
Texas and I,os Mascarones, a theatri’They now have their own law enforce- through Dec. 12. Tonights program
students with a GPA of 2.0 or better.
cal group from Mexico City, high- accommodate the Chicano.
the academic year."
ment agency.
features a dance from Ito 1 a.m, in the
According to the spokesman, the
..We managed to vote to get
The evenings live entertainment
With the study of Black EOP lighted the evenings’ program.
Prieta Room of the College Union
Gutierrez, from Crystal City, Texas, recruiters off the high school campuses catne in a variety of forms. The with live music provided by the Andy
professor missed some of his classes for students, it has been shown that there is
no correlation between scores of spoke on the La Raza Unida party and now have draft counselors avail- Mariachis played last paced Chicano Flores Orchestra, Teatro Indio and
several weeks.
Dr. Rutherford said he was using his placement tests such as the ACI’ or SAT involvement and take over of its city able to students on campus." he said. music while guest singers chose slower Mariachis. Admission is $1 per person,
system in which he requires students to and the students academic achieve- council and school board seats.
-We ran candidates for the water more romantic tunes.
refreshments will be served.
Crystal City, with its Chi,:ano distri.1 and there was very low voter
write education proposals on an indivi- ment in college, claimed Dr. Allen. She
I,os Mascarones, the theatrical group
Tomorrow, is the climax to the
majority
of
voters,
ran
16
candidates
dual basis during the semester.
interest and turn out, consequently we from Mexico City performed a skit program with "El dia de la Virgen de
says this has been found to be true
for local council and school board seats won. No one thought this a very depicting the history of Mexico and the Guadalupe" at Our Lady of lIuadalupe
The class only meets one-third to one- throughout the country.
important victory, but by controlling Chicano struggle in general.
half of the semester, and he holds office
Because of these facts, Dr. Allen and won 15 of them.
Church. The program starts at 5 a.m.
"The elections which covered a three the water district we control the
Dressed in Halloween costumes with with pan duke, cafe, and menuda being
hours for consultation, the professor explained, many colleges are reviewing
county radius allowed us to take control growers and the community," ghost like make-up, the group created a served.
said.
their entrance requirements.

Economics Chairman Resigns

Fresno Tumult Continues

’Enemy Not Socialists or Reds
But Democrats, GOP’--Lozada

Rutherford’s
Retention
Confirmed

Symposium Speaker Declares
Blacks Succeed in College

La Raza Unida Party

Chicano Discusses Politics
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%.C. Student Reps
eademic Council has made a commendable move to double student
utation in the body. They made the decision while acting as a
i!.iiiittee of the whole organization. In making such a decision, faculty
mill:hers contributed toward a much-needed trust between the faculty and
:-)ii:tents. However, the council’s decision is not final.
l’Itc council will vote on the constitution when it is done working on specific
re \ istons. Representation could be reconsidered.
Next. the revised constitution must be approved by a majority vote of the
Atter that the chancellor must approve the revisions, and the college
(resident may make his recommendations to the chancellor.
We believe the faculty, the college president and the chancellor should
I!((\, the council’s progressive lead. The council’s decision is a just and
sonable one.
F’,iculty members were concerned about a student proposal calling for equal

rea

nident and faculty representation. This proposal was defeated.
.0 hough !he number of student representatives would jump from eight to 16
n the proposal that passed, faculty members would have 32 representatives.
In addition, 23 ex-officio faculty members and administrators would be on
tile council.
Unfortunately. students have not always accepted responsibility given them
by the council.
Students cannot expect the faculty to give them rights indefinitely if they
show no interest in using them.
Nevertheless, the council cannot govern the entire college without
significant student representation. Students cannot be expected to follow rules
they have had little part in making.

Dollar Syndrome
The business ethic is killing California’s state colleges.

First it was the cut budget, then the budget freeze, and always there is the

cry to economize, economize, economize.

The business-orientation of state personnel, from the governor to the
millionaires who make up the Board of Trustees, is crushing this state’s
systems of higher education under an avalanche of accountants’ tables.
Despite what they think, education is not a business. It is not programmed to
Abok a fiscal profit, or, for that matter to break even. The returns of higher
education are less tangible. They include, theoretically at least, a better
personality, a stronger intellect and an appreciation of knowledge for its own
sake
These values, we fear, have become lost in the state college system,

eliminated by the financial demands of state government.
S"ttme of the more blatant examples of the dollar sign philosophy:
Severe restrictions put on the colleges by an increasingly tighter state
budget.

Constant cutting of the Educational Opportunity Program, because it
iii ()Ives further subsidies than are already extended to students.
The infamous audit formula, which dictates the number of faculty
postions not by educational requirement, but by empirical fiscal demands.
Inability to add new classes or expand old ones because of budget limitations. This precludes experimentation on a large scale basis.
Demands by people like Edward Blaine that taxpayers "get a return on
our investment" in the state colleges; i.e., students who do only what they are
told to do.
-Sen. Alfred Alquist, D-San Jose, who at a symposium at SJS recently said
that -relevant education" was that which could educate the most students for
the least amount of money.
Certainly, at any state institution the taxpayer’s funds must be guarded. It is
quite understandable that the citizens of the state of California want to get the
most for their money. But why define "most" simply in terms of quantity?
Quality has been lost somewhere along the way.
The questions of who should go to college, for how long and for what reason
must be re-examined.
If these questions are not resolved, and the cult of the dollar continues, this
te’s institutions of higher education may cease to be educational at all.

Student Trustee
t ’losing the credibility gap between students and the State College Board of
Triistees may seem like a monumental, if not impossible, task in 1970, but one
long stride toward better understanding could be made with the appointment ot a student as a voting member of the Board.
It scorns unlikely that the trustees or the chancellor will welcome this
(.1)Itsal, but following up on it would be an effective expression of good will on
the part of the state college authorities. In all honesty, one or two student votes
on the Board would probably have little effect. Students are already repre-(r.d at the meetings by the California State College Student Presidents’
tion ( CSCPA ), which performs a lobbying function.t
addition of a student trustee would be a strong symbolic gesture.
er It would equal a vote of confidence on the part of the trustees, the
tlicellor and the governor. It would give diversity to the board, which now is
dominated by businessmen, who see the colleges in a dollars-and-cents light.
It \I. ould give students another outlet for proposed programs.
The idea has precedent. Recently a high school student, Bruce Limburn of
Nev, port Beach, was added to the state Board of Education. He is a voting
member elected by the California Student Government Association, representing high school student governments.
The CSCSPA has approached the board with a proposal for a student trustee
boore, and found only limited support. The key to success might lie in getting
’tie state college advisory boards on the side of the idea. The advisory boards,
’
the San Jose group, last year pointed out that there were no state college
.1 the Hoard of Trustees. Gov. Reagan’s next appointment, Phillip
,. I
3.1, was a state college grad.
ant which both A.S. President Bill Langan and the A.S.
,
with:11 can support. Student government could bring pressure on the advisory
board, the CSCSPA, and the board itself.
It would be imperative that the student trustee be chosen by students
( probably through the CSCSPA) rather than by the governor. Also, his term
’ii Id have to be one year, not eight years as the other trustees serve.
, ,1 (op in the continuing gi-,students of all political leanings can support.

Icarus’ Wax Wings

Guest Room

Bunzel’s Open Letter to SJLF
By DR. JOHN H. BUNZEL
SJS President
1 received your invitation to speak
upon my return to the campus yesterday
morning. My schedule prohibits an
appearance in the Loma Prieto Room at
your meeting, but I feel your concern
requires some form of answer.
As I am sure you are aware, the Board
of Trustees mandates that the campus
will remain ’open in matters of private
and public agencies coming to the
prospective
to
recruit
campus
employees. This policy allows no
latitude for cancelling recruiting visits.
I subscribe to the Board policy that
allows all legal and recognized businesses and agencies which are equal
opportunity employers to recruit on
campus. To select which agencies or

To the Right
By Martha O’Connell
Tuesday. Dec. 15, has been declared
Appreciation Day by the National
Committee for Responsible Patriotism,
the same group that launched the
Honor America activities this past
summer.
This time its the police who ore being
honored.
NCRP has arranged for a giant motorcade to Washington, D.C. as well as
rallies in major cities throughout the
nation. Motorists are urged to drive with
their lights on and mayors and
governors ore requested to issue proclamations praising the police for
service to the community.
Given the extreme polarization in this
country, there will be two typical
responses to Appreciation Day:
Right-wing reactionaries, who have
been urging blind, unconditional support
for any action by the police, will peddle
their Support Your Local Police bumper -stickers and continue to close
their eyes to cases of genuine police
brutality.
New Leftist groups will issue (and
have already issued) statements to the
press attacking the police as -fascist
pigs- and tools of racist oppression"
and suggest that Dec. 15 be a national
day of mourning to lament -police brutality.
As usual, the truth lies somewhere in
the middle.
Those who urge blind support of the
police are as ignorant as those who
attack every officer indiscriminately as a
fascist pig:’
There is a legitimate function for the
police in every society and it is when
they fulfill that function that they should
be rightfully honored. That function is to
maintain order.
Although the word order has been
linked with law- and carries a racist or
oppressive connotation for many
students, order is still legitimate.
A letitimate means - -not an end in
itself as far too many Ameri-.ans believe
today. Instead, it is the basic requirement for any end the government may
choose, whether it be providing basic
necessities of life, insuring individual
rights or marshalling the total resources
of all the citizens for the attainment of
the good life. The police are providing the basic
order in which it is possible for liberals
and conservatives to argue about what
the end of society should be. For this,
,
1.4
itJeU,
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businesses can be allowed on the
campus for recruiting purposes, no
matter what the personal beliefs of
some may be about the propriety of
these agencies’ activities, is a process
which endangers all free choices. To
abandon one freedom, in this case
freedom of choice for some of our
students, at the insistence of some other
students will force another choice
between freedoms at some later time.
Once the process begins, all freedoms
are eroded.
The American Civil Liberties Union
issued a statement on recruitment in
1968, which I quote in part: "...if the
established policy of the institution
permits outside recruitment, it is
incumbent on the administration, in the
interests of academic freedom, to assure
that facilities are made available,
without discrimination, to the representative of any commercial firm or
government agency, including the
military, invited to the campus for that
purpose by any authorized administrative, faculty or student group. The
same rules and regulations that
normally govern the appearance of
outside invited persons on campus
should prevail.
The Union believes that any decision
to exclude some recruiters, arising
primarily from a political controversy,
poses questions of civil liberties interest.
...the barring of accredited outside
agencies strikes against the concept of
the open university and the right of
students to hear all points of view.
Moreover, selective exclusions that
deny students access to particular
recruiters are discriminatory in their
application and suggest a possible
infringement of the spirit of the equal
protection clause of the Constitution."
The ACLU poisition clearly maintains
that on "open campus" means just what
the expression denotes. I fully endorse
that position.
At no time has the Trustees’ policy nor
the administration of the College ever
indicated an unwillingness to regard
legitimate protest and dissent directed
toward any policy or position. If you find
the Trustees’ "open campus" policy
unacceptable, legitimate avenues exist
to request the Board of Trustees to
reconsider the policy. If your conscience
or conviction dictates that you wish to
pursue this course, then follow that
dictate.
I hope this clarifies the position of the
College on recruiting.

Thrust and Parry

Carnival
Editor:
I would like to clarify some points
about the Winter Carnival:
Everyone who wishes to participate
in the discounts must buy a Winter
Carnival ticket.
- The ticket is not included in the
packages.
The $65 per person package
includes lodging, meals and lifts, with
three to a room.
The $45 package does not include
lifts.
The $70 package is the same as the
$65, but has two persons per room,
couples only.
Tickets will go on sale Monday in the
Student Affairs Business Office.
Information con be obtained there or at
an information table that will be set up
Wednesday at Seventh and San Carlos.
tarry I iiririhnrrt

By TERRY FARRELL
One of the frequent cries of liberation.
seekinghousewives is that they are fast
becoming trapped victims of televised
sports. The women neglect to mention
the agony and torture men suffer when
the little lady decides to share sports
with their spouseespecially football.
I went through the weekly torture
chamber the other night. I mentioned to
my wife that we would be going to
Oakland Saturday to watch the Raiders
and Kansas City Chiefs game.
She smiled happily and exclaimed,
-Gee that’s great. Now I’m going to get
to see Joe Namath ploy."
She frowned when I explained that
Namath doesn’t play for the Chiefs and
besides he was injured and out for the
season.
I went on to tell her that Kansas City
was the team we had seen in a playoff
game two seasons ago. Of course she
didn’t remember the game. So I decided
to come down to her sports intelligence
level.
I mentioned that Kansas City was the
team with the real big guy that had
trouble doing sit-ups during pre -game
warmups.
Immediately her eyes sparkled. She
certainly remembered that game. My
wife is the only person in the world that
can spend an afternoon at a championship game worrying about a guy having
to ploy in such a mean game when he
can’t even do a sit-up.
It doesn’t really seem too bad until
you realize that the guy she kept her
protective eyes on all during the game
was Ernie Ladd who stands 6’9" and
weighs 305 pounds.
I was still shaking my head in dismay
when she zapped me with her next
remark. "Is that super-wonder-hero guy
going to be playing Saturday," she
asked.
I knew she meant George Blondo but I
decided to play it dumb. She looked at
me with a grimace and blurted, "You
know the one, he ran for a 53-yard
touchdown with three seconds to go a
couple of weeks ago." (Actually he
kicked a 52-yard field goal but I didn’t
have the spirit to try to reason with her.)
Like a cluck I decided to explain to her
which player was Blanda. I told her he
was the guy we used to watch run to the
bench on kickoffs. He kicked the ball
and then ran directly to the bench
usually with a big enemy blocker huffing
and puffing in hot pursuit. That used to
be my wife’s favorite part of the game
until she discovered Ernie Ladd.
She remembered the guy but shook
her head and said, "No, that player
wasn t Blando it was Lamonica."
I argued that it was Blanda because
Lamonica doesn’t kick off and he is
young. The coaches only let Blanda run
into hiding because he is so old.
When I said that she got a stern look
on her face and answered, "No, it was
Lamonica and I know why he did it." She
got a sly, knowing grin and announced,
"He didn’t run to the bench because he
was old. He ran because he was
chicken."
I gave up. Moments before our five
minutes of sports shoring I had been
looking forward to a good night’s sleep.
Now I dashed to the medicine cabinet
and gulped an aspirin.
Next time women start griping about
the sports hardships of the everyday
housewife they should stop to think
about the agony and frustration of the
everyday sports husband.
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News Review

Ends Wednesday

Paris Talks Snarled

Faire Run Extended

Compiled From Associated Press
B

PARISFresh proposals for a prisoner exchange and for a
cease-fire were presented at the Vietnam peace talks Thursday, but were rejected in a swirl of controversy that left the
conference as snarled as ever.
South Vietnam, supported by the United States, offered to
exchange North Vietnamese prisoners of war for United
States and other Allied prisoners. But North Vietnam and the
Viet Cong countered by saying that before the prisoner issue
can be discussed, the United States must declare its
readiness to withdraw all of its forces from South Vietnam
before June 30, 1971.
The Viet (’ong, seconded by the North Vietnamese, proposed a cease-fire but only if the United States agreed to the
withdrawal date and if South Vietnam accepted a provisional
coalition government.
The United States said: "As long as there are preconditions
it is unacceptable."
South Vietnam repeated its rejection of a coalition regime,
which it holds as tantamount to a Communist takeover of
South Vietnam.
Ambassador Pham Dang Lam, head of the South Vietnamese delegation, opened the ninth plenary session of the
conference by proposing the immediate release of all North
Vietnamese prisoners in exchange for South Vietnam and
American and other Allied prisoners held in Indochina.
The United States and South Vietnam had proposed on Oct.
8 that all prisoners of war on both sides be exchanged.
Thursday’s proposal was directed only at prisoners held
outside their home countries.
Spokesmen for South Vietnam and the United States said it
was decided to reshape the prisoner exchange proposal as a
"first step" in an effort to get the over-all exchange going.
U.S. Ambassador David K.E. Bruce proposed that daily
talks, beginning today be held to work out the prisoner
exchange. No action was taken on this proposal, however,
and the next conference session was set for next Thursday.

Students Disrupt Pepperdine
LOS ANGELES --A fire, apparently set intentionally,
damaged the auditorium Thursday at Pepperdine College as
a group supporting Black Student Union demands for an administrator’s reinstatement seized control of an administration and classroom building.
About 50 students broke several windows in marching into
the building at the private college in a predominantly black
area of south central Los Angeles.
Firemen put out the fire after it blackened the stage and
curtains. Value of damage was not immediately estimated.
Administrators and faculty called an immediate meeting
to discuss the group’s demands.
The group asked for the immediate reinstatement of Ron
Ellerbe, a public relations writer and community relations
representative for the college, who was dismissed last week.
The school said it wanted someone with more journalism experience.
The BSU also demanded a black financial aid officer, more
books on ethnic groups in the library and more ethnic studies
courses.
Classes were not formally suspended but the school public
relations director, Larry Lynch, said none were being conducted.

THE PERSONAL TOUCH --Jack McGovern, senior accounting student, is offering belts, leather wallets and leather
hair clasps for sale at the Fantasy Faire.
Students and merchants expressed enough
enthusiasm for the festival to convince

Students Discuss
Campus Problem
SJS campus problems, such as "studentfaculty relations", "students and youth as
scapegoats of politicians," and "the professional student" were discussed yesterday
by City Councilman Joseph Colla, Jim
Ferryman, AS. public relations director
and three students from the speech department.
The forum on "conflict resolution" was
sponsored by the Organization of Associated
Students Interested in Speech OASIS). SJS
President John Bunzel and Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns were scheduled to
attend but could not because of prior commitments.
The problems were presented by
Christopher Green, Gail Echternacht, and
Ralph Dieter who read their research
papers selected by the Speech Department
as top papers.
Green’s paper, which dealt with the professional student, proposed that the federal
government pay the student to attend
college and after graduation, a student
would pay back the government at a rate of

State Not Obeying Law
SACRAMENTOSomeone is going to have to come up with
as much as $100 million annually to bring the state into conformity with federal welfare regulations, spokesmen for a
group of welfare organizations said yesterday.
"Somewhere along the line, somebody’s got to own up to
obeying the law," Coleman Blease, lobbyist for Social
Workers Union, Local 535, told a news conference.
Attorneys representing welfare recipients Wednesday
obtained a temporary injunction forbidding the Reagan
administration from reshuffling welfare payments. The
payment changes were ordered to bring the state into conformity with federal regulations without increasing the total
state welfare budget. U.S. Dist. Judge Affonzo Zirpoli earlier
had ruled in San Francisco that California welfare rules were
not instep with federal law because the state was not passing
along to welfare recipients cost-of-living increases voted by
Congress.

President Replies
To SAS Letter
The San Jose Liberation
Front held a forum yesterday in the College Union to
discuss on-campus recruiting, but few people showed
up, including SJS President
John H. Bunzel.

The handful of people
drifted away from the Ballroom when it was learned
that Dr. Bunzel would not
attend. In an open letter to
the Front full text of letter
on page 2), Dr. Bunzel apologized for his absence and
proceeded to answer the
Front’s inquirey as to the
rationale behind the school’s
policy in allowing on-campus
recruiting by industry and
the military.
In his letter, Dr. Bunzel
quoted the American Civil
Liberties Union in deploring
exclusion of some recruiters.
He added, "To select which
agencies or businesses can

be allowed on the campus for
recruiting purposes, no
matter what the personal beliefs of some may be about
the propriety of these
agencies’ activities, is a process which endangers all
free choices...Once the process begins, all freedoms are
eroded."
Jim Noah, college public
relations director, said the
president had a full schedule
yesterday and no representative was sent in his
place because the open letter
which the Front had sent to
the president Tuesday requested Dr. Bunzel’s attendance and made no mention
of wanting a substitute.
The
final
recruiting
session of the year will conclude today on the second
floor of the Reserve 1300k Library with the next sessions
resuming in March and
April.

Student Community Involvement Program
directors and the College Union Board to
extend the Faire until Wednesday. McGovern, who xorks with two other students,
said he is trying to earn enough money ’Ai
vacation in Arizona during the holidays.
-Daily photo by Ron Burda

1 per cent per year of his annual income for
each year he attended college.
This method of funding higher education,
ccording to Green, would make education
available to all Californians and payment
Lack to the government would be in proportion to one’s income.
Dieter’s paper described how students
were used as scapegoats by politicians and
used Nixon’s San Jose speech as an
example. Councilman Colla responded that
he felt Nixon’s visit was politically motivated.
Colla pointed out that he regretted the
treatment the President got from some persons, but that it was also distorted to a certain extent.
Miss Echternacht’s paper on studentfaculty relations explained that most students look up to their professor as a figure of
authority and therefore don’t have much interaction with him. She proposed that interaction between profs and students be on a
first-name basis and that students be able to
express all relevant views in class.

Three more SJS students’
apartments
were
burglarized Wednesday, adding
to the rash of residential
break-ins that has hit the SJS
area.
The three latest victims
reported to police that they
had left either a door or window unlocked and returning
from classes, found their
residences ransacked.
Charles Robinson, 21, 525
S. Sixth St., reported to police that while he was attending a night class Wednesday,
an intruder entered an unlocked window and stole an
AM -FM portable stereo
valued at more than $100.
Earlier in the day, the
apartment of Robert J. Bliss,
650 Eighth St., was burglarized with hundreds of

dollars of stereo equipment
stolen, according to police.
The room of Paula Thompson, who lives in Allen Hall,

:is S. 10th St., was also en tered Wednesday while she
and her roommate, Disinne
Varney, were in class.

Fresno State Economics
Head Resigns in Protest
Continued from page 1.
-Given the repression that
has been displayed at Fresno
State College, my first response is to resign as department chairman, effective
immediately. However, I
feel an obligation to my
department to remain as
chairman until an orderly
transition can be made. That
is, if any order remains."
Dr. Shaw added he plans to
return to a full-time teaching

position in the Department of
Economics in the spring
semester.
Wednesday, the Fresno
State campus held an all -day
teach-in to discuss the current problems of the campus. The event was termed a
"huge success" by its organizers. Although more
than 2,500 students attended
the teach-in throughout the
day, the peak crowd numbered only 500 students during the lunch hour.
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THE COMPARISON
The BIG C -RED BARN is Now
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’

BIG BARNEY 1/4 POUND 55c

Fly This Christmas To

EUROPE

$225.00 r.t. from
West Coast
Christmas Flights $235.00
Fly one way for $150.00
Available flights from
N.Y. nights
within Europe, Israel,
and the Orient
For information contact
3651625
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Discount Pizza Prices!
25c OFF on Small Pizza
50c OFF On Medium Pizza
75c OFF On Large Pizza
With This Ad

BEER’

also available
SOFT DRINKS * SANDWICHES SALADS
Just Open - Serving The SJS Community
Come In And Enjoy Our Delicious Pizza!
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BMW Dealership

1468 So. First Street
Phone In Your Order’
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BANK of AMERICA
is right up
your street.
Our Second and San Carlos office is handy to the campus.
But that’s not the only advantage of balking with us.
We’ll give you counsel in financial matters. Just drop in
and see our Student Relations Officer, Mark Osborne.
We also have an outside walk-up window for your
convenience that’s open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
thru Thursday; and from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Friday.

BIG MAC 3.2 OZ. BEEF 55c
Rana of America N.T.& S.A. Member F.D.I.C.

RAIN OR SHINE

MORE BEEF FOR YOUR DOLLAR!

THE BEETLE CONQUERS ALL!

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
1560 North First San lose -286-8800

HUMBLE LITTLE BUG’

iteins range in price from 25
cents to one crystalline vase
at the Soledad Brothers
donation table for $100. The
vase was donated to the table
by Dr. Herbert Sanders, an
instructor in the ceramics
department and a nationally
known Crystalline glaze
potter. All the profits from
the Soledad Brothers table
will be donated by the Gadd
to Soledad Brothers defense
fund.
Other ceramics on sale in
the room include steam
bubbles made from water
drop expansion with a glass
blower inserted and hand
blown for fullness, and
ceramic owl faces displayed
in an egg carton. All the
items in the room were free

Burglary Rash Spreads

0;iering 24% More 100 Beei than
McDona Ids With No Increase In Price!

THE HOME OF THE

IEANNE s’t RANG
Daily Staff Writer
Public response to the
Fantasy Faire was so favorable that the sponsors, the
Student Community Involvement Program, ISCIP deliberated Wednesday afternoon until Thursday at 4 p.m.
on whether the Faire should
be extended.
The festival will continue
in the College Union until
Wednesday decided Carl
Foster, co-director of SCIP.
Wednesday Foster asked
the AS. Council to approve a
resolution extending the
Faire for another week. The
A.S. Council passed the resolution while th2 sponsors and
the College Union Board discussed the merits of the
extension.
Late yesterday the sponsors decided the Faire was
tapering off, a dance was
scheduled and tables could
not be taken down and reassembled with the small
staff, and that the Faire
should end on a favorable
note to keep student interest
until next semester when
another Faire would be set
up.
Then the sponsors changed
their minds and with the approval of the College Union
Board and A.S. Council decided to "give the people
what they wanted" and extended the festival until
Wednesday.
Ending tomorrow is the
Potters Guild annual Christmas sale. The Potters Guild,
located in the third level
Pacifica room, has pots,
vases, and uniquely designed
novelty items for sale. The
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Foreign Student’s Christmas
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ROTC Hair: ’Tradition ’Home’ for the Holiday
Makes Room for Style

Trips

-
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JUDY MATUSICH
Daily Staff Writer
It is the year of the
"long"long clothes, 100
millimeter cigarettes
and, most importantly.
long hair.
And sometimes tradition clashes with style.
"The hair, including
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sideburns, will be wellgroomed, cut short or
medium length, and neatly trimmed at all times.
The face will be cleanshaven, with the exception that wearing of a
neatly trimmed mustache
is
permitted."--U.S.
Army regulation 32 I 21.
:*
And sometimes it steps

in depth

What are the standards
suggested by ROTC?
Since last spring, mustaches and lengthening of
sideburns have been permitted. "All I ask is that
cadets trim their hair so it
doesn’t come down over
their collar," said Col.
Colladay.

:::

i§

PAUL SCHWARZ
Traditional look
The purpose behind the
tradition of short hair was
explained by Col. Tuthill.
It’s for discipline, to prevent the spread of disease
( under combat conditions) and to give the
soldier a neat appearance," he said.
So tradition has made a
little room for style.

Deeper Knowledge Offered

:AS

.14.1 CO.
ST.

"We aren’t quite as
stringent as actual Army
regulations
stipulate."
said Lt. Col. Jack K. Tuthill, assistant ROTC professor, commenting on
ROTC grooming regulations.
-We try to persuade a
neat haircut. The hair
can’t be curling down
over the ears. No pageboys or Prince Valiants
are permitted, and ponytails are out," said Col.
Tuthill.
Col. Tuthill explained
that exceptions are made
for students who might be
in the Drama Department
and have to let their hair
grow for a part in a play.
Department chairman
Col. Edgar B. Colladay
commented, "You have
to remember that ROTC
cadets are just SJS
students. We have no
more control over them
than the English or
science departments.
-It is part of academic
freedom for a teacher to
stipulate dress
and
appearance to his students. Many teachers
choose not to do so. All we
ask is that our students
conform to the standards
that we sugguest."

International Programs

..’la,

LE

BOB PERRICH
The new look

aside slightly.

By REINER KRATZ
Daily Staff Writer
California State International Programs representatives will be on campus
Wednesday, to interview SJS
applicants interested in
studying abroad for the 197172 academic year.
The all-day interview session will be held at the
Foreign Language Department office, Building N,
Seventh and San Carlos

streets. The Foreign Lan- their home campus.
The International Proguage Department urged all
interested students to make grams were established in
an appointment for the pre- December 1962 by a resoliminary interview at the lution of the Trustees of the
department office in Build- California state colleges to
ing N immediately. The give selected students a
interview is required of each chance to develop a deeper
knowledge and understandapplicant.
ing of other nations.
OFFICIAL
Among the largest of the
The International Procurrently
grams is the official study contingents
abroad unit of the California abroad, a total of 46 students
state colleges, and offers from SJS are enrolled for the
study opportunities at dis- 1970-71 academic year at
tinguished institutions of International Programs’
higher learning in more than study centers in France,
20 countries throughout the Germany, Greece, Israel,
world. Students remain offi- Italy, Japan, Spain, Sweden,
cially enrolled and continue Taiwan and the United Kingto earn residence credit at dom.
LANGUAGE
Student qualifications for
selection are upper division
or graduate standing, a 3.0
( B ) grade point average or
better for the previous college year. Language proficiency is required for all
Standard Brands Inc., is the programs except in
offering a 91,000 scholarship Japan, Sweden and Taiwan.
to any SJS student with a
Program costs range from
major in journalism and a $2,000 to $2,500, depending on
minor in home economics or the location of the university
vice versa who shows "great abroad. The cost includes
promise," financial aides full room and board while
director Donald Lyan an- the student is in residence at
nounced.
the study center during the
Deadline for obtaining academic year, and roundapplications is Tuesday.
trip transportation
as
They may be obtained in the arranged by the Programs
Financial Aids office in
between California and the
Adm. 234.
study center.
Financial assistance is
through
the
available
Director of Financial Aids,
Adm. 234.
All applicants must have a
final interview with the
Office of International Programs before selection. Then
SANTANA/ABRAXAS
a Faculty Selection Comincluding:
mittee forwards a list of
Black Magic Woman Gypsy Queen
Hope You’re Feeling Better
recommended students to a
Incident At Neshabur
Statewide Committee for
Mother’s Daughter
El Nicoya
final decision.

LAND JAZZ

Company
Sponsors
Award

By GEOFF EASTMAN
Daily Staff Writer
Going home for the holidays?
It’s a nice feeling to know
that Christmas will unite
students with their families
and friends once again.
Students will utilize every
mode of transportation
available the end of next
week to make it to their
"homes" before Santa Claus
arrives on the 25th.
One group of students will
not "beat" Santa to their
family’s doorstep...in fact,
this segment of the student
community will not have an
opportunity to be home for
any of the holiday season!
It seems like a bleak and
dismal time of year, rather
than a joyous one for foreign
students, doesn’t it?
HOLIDAY SPIRIT
In actuality, the holiday
perspective is quite the contrary for these students.
It may not be a white
Christmas in San Jose this
year, but the holiday spirit
will prevail for many foreign
students thanks to the efforts
of the Community Committee for International Students (CCIS).
According to Mrs. Lea
Vlastelica, director of CCIS,
one of the objectives of the
committee’s program is to
place those foreign students
at SJS, West Valley College,
and San Jose City College
with American families
during the Christmas holidays.
"Since residence halls
close during Christmas
vacation, many foreign
students are left without a
place to live.
"Rather than expecting a
student to rent a room for the
two weeks, CCIS feels that
placing the student with an
American family is mutually
advantageous.. from a
cultural exchange standpoint as well as the student’s
monetary standpoint," Mrs.
Vlastelica explains.
INTERNATIONAL
CCIS is an outgrowth of the
San Jose International Student Center. Originally, San
Jose families had hosted

Landlord Given
Rinkled Rule
The Rinkled Rule Award,
created by the publishers of
The Rule, a student magazine, was awarded to bring to
light some of the problems
around campus.
This issue’s Rinkled Rure
Award went to the owners of
the 25-unit apartment complex at 425 S. Ninth St. The
tenants in this complex are
currently on strike.
The magazine is now on
sale in the lobbies or the
Education and Engineering
Buildings.

Spec Ed* Can
Pre -register
Pre -registration for Special Education students is
scheduled for Tuesday, Jan.
5 from 4 to 7 p.m., and
Wednesday, Jan. 6, from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Students
should be in contact with
their advisers next week. In
order to pre -register, students must have registration
cards on file. Further information may be obtained in
Ed. 201.
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individuals, and CCIS fulfills
this objective."
Any person or family
desiring a guest from a
different land during the
Parts Tool. Acrements
Christmas season is invited
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foreign students through
their own initiative and
generosity.
By 1960, however, the
number of students had increased to such an extent
that it was necessary to
develop an organized program of hospitality and
friendship to help the foreign
student adjust to, and understand, elements in our
American culture.
Mrs. Arlene Adams, chairman of the hospitality committee, and her husband,
Bill, who is president of the
San Jose CCIS, plan on
having more than 70 guests,
all foreign students, during
the holidays.
Open inv;tations are
extended by the Adams
family to Indians on Dec. 24,
Africans on Dec. 26, Filippinos on Dec. 29 and Pakistanis on Dec. 30,
YULE
SJS foreign students, Elinore Estiva, from the Philippines, Tadele Alemu, from
Ethiopia, and T.R. Krishnaswamy, from India, are
only three of several foreign
students who will spend the
holidays with an American
family.
Miss Estiva, a graduate
student in Nutrition and
Foods, claims "CCIS is
really helping a lot of foreign
students. especially
those
feeling ’lost’ in a strange
country, at this time of year
in particular."
Alemu, an industry major
who transfered to SJS from
West Valley, readily agrees
that "Most foreign students
feel confused and lost, and
CCIS helps to alleviate this
feeling by establishing a
strong relationship with the
foreign student."
Krishnaswamy, a graduate student in industry, is
also impressed by CCIS programs for the foreign student. "Being non-Christian, I
have different ideas about
the Christmas
season,
however, I feel that the main
idea of any organization is to
establish unity between
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Belly Laughs
Movie Review

’Love’ Laboratory

By STEVE SWENSON
Daily Feature Editor
Shortly after the "Love
Doctors" began, a pretty
blonde sat down on a bed,
She removed the towel
around her and lay down
deliciously naked. A tall,
dark and handsome man
also sat on the bed and removed his towel,
He lay down smack dab on
top of the nude and awaiting
woman and they entwined in
a mad passionate embrace
that led inexorably to
simulated coitus,
Do you think that that
sounds like a real juicy porno
flick? You are wrong.
LABORATORY BED
The bed was in a laboratory. The couple were wired
with a half of a dozen instruments each. A male and a female doctor stood watching
in another roomtaking
notes. This wasn’t sex, by
god, it was science.
Another way one could tell
it was science was the "act"
wasn’t referred to in the
movie as sex, lovemaking or
making love,) as it was in the
following movie, "Student
Nurses"), but it was called
sexual intercourse or coitus.
Only Ann Landers or scientists use those terms.
The doctors and the laboratory obviously were
based on the Masters and
Johnson studies. The movie,
however, is much more enjoyable than reading "Hu-I
man Sexual Response";
which has about as much:
feeling as leftover noodles.
SEXUAL PROBLEMS
Surprisingly, "Love Doctors" was far from a sexy
fleshpot flick, but rather a
very
interesting
commentary on sexual problems
no one talks about in our
society, i.e. impotence, frigidity, and sexual abstinence
in a widowed or invalid
home.
I say surprisingly because
when I see a movie rated
"X" I downright expect to

see some filth a la Russ
Meyer).
The "experiment in heterosexual relations," as the
program was called, took
place on a college campus.
The screening process for
participants was
fully
explained.
A disgruntled, outraged
trustee ) strikingly similar in
attitude to Dudley Swim)
tried to get into the program
but was rejected thumbs
down. The trustee put up a
determined underhanded
effort to rid the college of the
morally damaging program.
CLUMSY COUPLES
The woman in the first
couple dealt with was a
widow and her mate had an
invalid wife. The two soon
feel in love with each other
and met after lab hours.
Another couple showed a
combination of a frigid wife
and her clumsy husband.
After repeated failures they
claimed their marriage had
been saved through the
laboratory.
The third couple was a
delightful young blonde and,
hang on, a machine named
"Max." She controlled
"Max" with three levers,
one for size, one for speed
and one for thrust. Another
contribution from science.
The blonde’s middle aged
lover was all talk and no
action until she showed him
"Max" and he got jealous.
REVEALING
The whole experiment was
put in jeopardy when the
invalid wife shot her husband because he told her he
was going to marry the
widow.
A very revealing conference of the minds of the
doctors, the participants, the
president of the college and
the trustee determined the
fate of the laboratory.
More movies of this sort
should be made. Many
human problems are rated
-X" by far too many people.

Jazz Concert Held
The SJS Jazz Ensemble
will present its annual winter
concert on Tuesday and
Wednesday in the concert
hall of the Music Building at
8:15 p.m. Admission is free.
The concert will feature
the premiere of "Variables"
which was written for the
group by Chick Corea, Jazz
charts by Duke Pearson,
Don Ellis, Tom Harrell and
Paul Potyen will also be ineluded in the program.
Featured soloists will
include pianist -composer
Todd Cochran, currently a
member of the Bobby
Hutcherson -Harold Land
Quintet and the new John
Handy group and trumpeter
William Resch.
The Dixieland group

Speedo and the Trojans will
also appear on the program.
The Jazz Ensembles was
formed by a group of students who meet once a week
on their own time.
C.U.Concert
A folkrock show will be
presented by Experimental
College Saturday. The con cert will be held at 8 p.m. in
the Loma Prieta room of the
College Union.
The show will consist of 12
San Jose area groups.
Admission will be free but
everyone is encouraged to
bring a can of food to be
donated to needy families.
Also money donations will be
accepted.

Coming Dec. 25All Seats $1.50

TOWNE THEATRE

CARIBBEAN DANCEThe Women’s Physical Education
Department will present the third Dance Studio Hour of the
semester in Per 262 at 7 p.m. on Tuesday. The program will
feature African -Caribbean Dancing.

Folk Music Tonight
Students for Peace and
Freedom will present a concert of folk music by Peter
Alsing and Soft Butter,
Warm Butter tonight at 9 in
the College Union Snack Bar,
Soft Butter, Warm Butter
original
will
perform
compositions including
"Lisa" by Frank Mangano,
"Lovely Woman" by Jerry
Ames, and "Holy Man" by
Steve Ktitzer. Also they will

perform works by the Byrds,
Bob Dylan, Neil Young,
Jorma Kaukonen, Traffic,
Grateful Dead, Buffalo
Springfield, and Michael
Rizzolo,
Peter Alsing will play
works by Moby Grape, The
Band, Bert Jansch, Donovan, Simon and Garfunkel,
C’hopin, and Randy Stonehill
on both guitar and piano.
A voluntary donation is
asked.

By FRED HEMPY
Daily Staff Writer
When Gordon Ilocheiser
promises his dying father
that Momma will always be
cared for, he discovers that
life with mother is ruining
his career as a lawyer as
well Os his romances in the
movie premiere -Where’s
Poppa."
Gordon, played by mustached George Segal, desperately seeks out nurses to
take care of his senile
"potato" of a mother, (Huth
Gordon, ) only to have them
shortly disappear because of
Momma’s peculiarities, such
as hiding the last nurses
white shoes in the "toidy."
So Gordon has to dress
Momma in the morning, fix
her breakfast consisting of
warm Pepsi in cereal and an
orange cut in exactly six
pieces, and then prop her in
front of the TV before he
leaves for the office.
After repeated failures
with nurse applicants,
Gordon opens Ins door to discover Louise, an attractive
nurse whose patients have
all diedbut Gordon hires
her anyway.
It’s love at first sight, Si)
Gordon politely tells his

mother that it
mess this
one up. I’m going to punch
your 1-- heart out."
Gordon’s brother Sydney
wastages to temporarily
escape his wife by threatening to choke one of his kids,
to come to Gordon’s rescue.
But Sydney nas the unfortunate habit of getting
mugged by the same hoods
every time he goes through
the park on the way to
Cordon’s apartment.
Tlas t!!,
Nowever, he
rioc7-,o
money so
the .11,14r.ci.. take all his
clithr
I.ruise has left
defended a
’ ...,;
.l shooting his
to.- off. As
,1 101.
a football
!ill’ chased his
phi:ors ti
their parents,
Iii i’.t’ ’e:it ills Gordon in
the i.eart lehuy telling him
she is eoim! back to Wauke,,)),. Dettply thrt.ed, Gordon
1114.05 Mat Jack Benny came
Ii om there.
As contempt..-Ltry slapPoppa" is
stick, "Where
crammed with tic ily laughs
and first-rate social puns.
Director Carl Reiner has a
movie short on plot but certainly not on action.

Judges for this event will be
Dr. Marrion Richards and
Dr. James Jacobs of the
English Department and Dr.
Clarence Flick of the Drama
Department.
An award of $50 will be
given to the winner.
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Kaucher Finalists

The six finalists for the
Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation Contest have been
announced by the Drama
Department.
They are Dennis Conroy,
James Davis, Bert Garcia,
Mark Kuebke, Marlene
Lyons and Karl Schuck.
The six will participate in
the final event of the contest
which will be held Tuesday,
Dec. 15 at 3:30 p.m. in the
Studio Theatre, SD 103.
A panel of three judges
made up of Dr. Herb Craig of
the Speech Department and
Dr. Wallace Murray and
Edwin Barron of the Drama
Department chose the six on
the basis of a three,minute
reading each of the contest-,
ants chose and prepared.
The final event will consist
of a seven -minute presentation of the same material.
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Butterfield
Concert
Paul Butterfield will appear in concert with Dan
Hicks and His Hot Licks
Wednesday for two evening
shows at 6:30 and 10 in the
College Union.
Advance tickets are available in the College Union for
$3. Tickets at the door will be
$3.50.
This dance -concert is
Butterfield’s last stop before
opening at Fillmore West on
Sunday.
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’Strange’ World of Psych Lab in Centennial Hall

By STEVE SWENSON
Dilly Feature Editor
From the "normal" world
the third floor corridor in
Centennial Hall, any SJS student can enter once a semester into the "strange" world
of the psychology laboratory.
The lab opens during the
third week of each semester.
In that couchless room, a
variety of machines and
equipment interest students
like an adult toyland. Eye hand coordination tests, skin
responses, visual illusions
and a speech confuser are
among the treats the lab has
to offer.
David Loeding, lab technician, says the lab is used
mostly for classroom demonstrations because the
equipment is not sophisticated enough for research.
"It’s not Stanford, but there
is a reasonable selection of
equipment."
One can take a tour of the
lab and come out convinced
he is uncoordinated, he
sweats a lot, he can’t tee
right and he stutters.
INNOCENT STAR
An innocent looking star of
David can make a professional card dealer think
he can’t use his hands. The
star is depressed on a flat
metal plate, but another
plate that is placed above
and parallel to the star obstructs the view of the participant.
The participant sees the
star by way of a mirror behind it, so the star actually
appears upside down and
backward. Then he is given a
metal pencil to trace the depressed star. Every time he
hits the side an electronic device records it.
-Most people do pretty
bad, because they have had
no experience with this sort

of a thing," Loeding related.
The dermograph, similar
to a lie detector, measures
galvtnic skin response. A
needle on a paper graph
measures minute fingertip
sweat changes. Loeding said
the dermograph is used to
observe otherwise non observable responses.
Loeding gave the example
of finding a sweet young
lady, hooking her up to the
dermograph and finding her
unique zero point. Then he
asks her what is the most
pleasurable thing she could
do on a hot date.
"If she is a cool, calm girl
she might not even blink,"
but the dermograph would
pick up her response as the
needle would run across the
chart," Loeding said.
He added that the dermograph can detect the four
stages of sleep and determine when a person is
dreaming.
The
body’s
physiological state changes
during each stage of sleep
allowing the dermograph to
record each stage.
ILLUSIONS
Another simple looking
black and white spiral can
turn into a freaky illusion
trip. The Archimedes spiral
illusion can appear as a barber pole, make a person’s
face expand, liquify a table
top or change colors.
If a person stares at the
spiral at a fast speed and
flashes his eyes toward
another person’s face, his
face appears to swell in a
rubbery expanse. Then
another flash to the table top
mesmerizes one’s eyes into
believing the table is a jelly
liquid.
Probably the most psychologically frustrating but interesting instrument is the
delayed feedback recording
which assures its participant

Peace Moyoment
History Class Set
The History of the Peace
Movement, a five -session
course, is being sponsored by
the Experimental College.
Meetings are held Thursday
nights at 7 in CH 166.
Peter A. Szego, vice-chairman of the San Jose Peace
Center and the Santa Clara
Valley Chapter of the United
Nations Association, is
course leader.
John Lux, co-director of
the Experimental College
said that Szego is "quite
capable." He added that
they had a difficult time
finding a qualified person to
teach this type of course but
are very happy with their
selection.
Peace movements in the
United States will be the
prime subject of the course,
but related movements in
other countries especially

during World War I will be
studied.
The class will be taught by
using a combination of lectures and discussion along
with films. Reading and research are encouraged but
not required.
Tentative schedule for the
class includes the Colonial
Period, beginning with
William Penn’s treaty with
the Delaware Indians,
through the 19th century and
the attitudes of the Abolitionists; protests in the U.S.
against involvement in the
Philippines at the time of the
Spanish-American War, with
its parallels to the U.S. in
Vietnam; peace actions
during World War I including war resistance; the U.S.
peace movement between
the World Wars and the post
World War II movements.

Students Car rilte
Ford’s New Pinto Nuw
You’ve wanted to test
drive a new car, right? But
you haven’t got the nerve to
go into a car dealer’s and
ask.
The SJS Chapter of the
American Marketing Association under Dr. Dirk
Wassenaar is making it
possible for students to test
drive Ford’s new Pinto.
The free test drive is part
of a research project sponsored by Ford Motor Company undertaken by 16 students of the American Marketing Association to find out
what college students think
of the Pinto. The project has
been going on since Nov. 30,
and will continue through
next Friday, at Seventh and
San Carlos streets.
Students are asked to fill

out a questionnaire before
driving the car and a second
one after the test drive.
Once results have been obtained from the random
sample of questionnaires,
the research project students will submit them in the
form of a paper to the Ford
Motor Company.
This paper will be judged
along with those of 80 other
colleges for a $1000 grant for
first place in the Western
region and a $5000 grant for
first place in the nation.
So if you’ve always wanted
to test drive a new car, this is
your chance.
And for those with careless
driving records, the car is
provided and fully insured
by the Ford Motor Company.

YAF Sponsors
POW’s Wife

Lou Page, wife of an Air
Force pilot missing in North
Vietnam, will speak Monday
about what students can do
to urge the humane treatment of American prisoners
in the North Vietnamese republic.

The speech, sponsored by
Young Americans for Freedom YAP- ), will be given at
11 a.m. and again at noon
in the Costanoan Room of the
College Union.

YAF will also set up a
booth outside the College
Union all next week where
students can write letters to
the North Vietnamese
government, urging it to
treat American prisoners
humanely. Stationery and
postage will be provided.
"It only takes a student
one minute to write a note,
and some of the men have
been there for six years,"
said Martha O’Connell, YAF
president.

that he can’t talk.
Ear phones are placed on
the participant who begins
talking. However, he doesn’t
hear himself talk mlniediately, but a delayed

recording plays back his
speech through the earphones.
mind-blowing
This
machine causes one to
stutter, spit, drool, cuss or

demonstrate other forms of
socially unacceptable be havior.
These and other instruments are part of the
psychology lab which is used

to study "normal" behavior.
MISCONCEPTION
"Most people have a misconception of psychology;
they have a mental image of
a man in a beard tending

someone on a couch," said
the bearded Loeding.
He added that a small
segment of psychology,
clinical psychology, deals
with the abnormal, but a

large part of psychology Is
studying "what do we mean
by normal."
After a tour through the
lab, one might seriously
wonder if he is normal.
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Cagers Pursue Even Record

STARTING FORWARD-Senior Pat Hamm from San Francisco will be in the starting lineup tonight when the Spartans
play host to Wyoming at 8 p.m. in the Civic Auditorium.

UNCLE. UNCLE -Spartan wrestler Tim Kerr applies
pressure to a CC Da % is man during the San Jose State Invite -

Wrestlers Invade Chico
For Western Invitational
After finishing sixth in
heir first tournament of the
fear, the SJS wrestling team
will travel to Chico tonorrow for the Western InTournament.
/itational
Vlatches will begin at 10 a.m.
Fifteen teams have been
:ntered in the tourney with
7a1 Poly of San Luis Obispo,
winner of the San Jose State
nvitational last Saturday,
ince again the top rated enry. The Mustangs, three) ime NCAA College Division
:hampion, took five firsts
ind two seconds in last
week’s tourney.
Other entrants include UC
lerkeley, Chico State, HumIdt State, San Francisco
tate, Central Washington
;tate, Fresno State, Boise
;tate, Cal Poly of Pomona,
al State I,A, Sacramento
;tate, Sonoma State, Univer;ay Of Southern Oregon and
JC Davis.
SJS entries in the Chico

**************
NEW
*
DISCOUNT
RATES!
TOWNE
THEATRE
1433 The Alameda
297-3060
Students (with S.B.C.1 $1.
lust a $1.50
Gen. Adm.
on Your Entertainment Dollar-See Outdanding Fur,’, Otter.

Say,

...

tourney will be Harold Ye,.
118, Rudy Rodrigues, 126,
Dick Hamm, 134, Jim Lucas,
142, Terry Kerr, 150, Ron
Wright, 158, Tim Kerr, 167,
either Rich Amaro or
Charlie Kyles, 177 and Don
Jackson, heavyweight. Bob
Garcia, who usually wrestles
at 191, was injured last
Saturday and won’t coin.
pete.
Placing for the Spartans last
week were Tim Kerr, second
at 167; Rodrigues, third in
the 126 class: and Hamm,
fourth at 134. SJS accumulated 22 points, well belovi
the winning total of 94.

By MIKE DUGGAN
Daily Sports Editor
The Spartan cagers will
attempt to even its record at
2-2 tonight when they take
the floor at Civic Auditorium
against Wyoming at 8
o’clock.
SJS then plays host to UC
Davis tomorrow at the Civic
at 8 p.m.
At present, both SJS and
Wyoming sport 1-2 marks.
The Spartans most recent
outing resulted in a 90-55 loss
to Cal in Berkeley. With
11::18 left in the half, SJS
actually led the Bears, 1:3-12.
However, less than eight
minutes later the game was
as well as over as Cal
jumped to a 34-15 advantage.
POOR SHOOTING
It was another poor shooting performance by the
Spartans. SJS hit only 21 of
79 field goal attempts ( 27
percent) and managed only
13 of 28 free throws.
"Naturally I wasn’t too
happy with our showing in
Berkeley,"
commented
Spartan mentor Danny
Clines. "We don’t plan any
major changes this weekend.
We’ll probably use a zone defense off and on, as we do
know that Wyoming is a big
team."

Wyoming lost its two stars
from last season, Carl
Ashley 21.31 and Stan Dodds
20.7), but have added some
J(.7 transfers to bolster the
current squad.
The Cowboys have a win
over Denver, 82-76 and have
lost to Nebraska, 68-63 and
Regis, 81-79 so far this season.
Heading the Cowboy list is
6-2 guard Willie Roberson.
Roberson averaged 12.2 as a
starter last year, and had his
seasonal high of 28 in a 88-81
win over the Spartans.
Tonight’s
SJS-Wyoming
basketball game will be
broadcast on radio KSJSFM190.7 . Ray Frost will
handle the play by play. A
pre game show will begin at
7:45 p.m.
Center Jerry Brucks 6101. a transfer from Fullerton JC and Franklyn Irvin
( 6-3), a guard from Hartnett
will open for the Cowboys
along with sophomore forward Rod Penner ( 6-9) and
senior guard Roy Wilson ( 510 ).
ELEBY’S TEAMMATE
Irvin was a teammate last
year at Hartnett of Spartan
center Ron Eleby.

tional held last weekend. Kerr won the match on a fall at 3:02.
Kerr went on to take a second place in the 167 pound class.
-Daily photo by Wayne Salvatore

10%
Discount
For Students
And Faculty

Davis, the Spartans’ opponent on Saturday, opened
its season with a tough
eastern trip that cost them
defeats to Memphis State, 9979; Murray State, 68-61; and
eighth ranked Western Kentucky, 88-65.
Mark Underwood, Davis’
6-7 starting center, did a tremendous
job
against
Western Kentucky’s 7-0 All

Unbeaten Frosh Cagers
Challenge CCSF, Davis
Dave Waxman’s frosh basketball club is confronted
with a problem that all
basketball teams would not
mind having. "How to stay
undefeated?" After the
team’s cliffhanging victory
last Tuesday night over Cal’s
Cubs, 69-67, SJS is now 2-0.
The frosh will host City
College of San Francisco tonight at 6 in Civic Auditorium. And if the Rams
don’t come up with the answer, it’ll be U.C. Davis’
frosh turn the next night at
the same time, same
channel.
"CCSF is an extremely
well-coached team and plays
very tough defense," stated
Waxman. "We will have to
play super basketball to beat
them...but we’re capable."
Last year the Rams lost a
close one to SJS, 72-67.
UC Davis will also be Jut
for revenge as they were hit
with two "slush balls" last
year, 87-78 and 87-69. This
year’s Aggie frosh have good
height at the corners.
In that war up in Berkeley,
the frosh shook off the pesky
Cubs who chewed away at a
10-point lead and held on to
win. "We did not play very
good, but a victory on the
road is always nice," said
Waxman. Reserves Henry
Martin and Gary DeYoung
turned in fine performances.
"Martin really ran the
patterns well for us and
showed a lot of poise," said
Waxman. There’s a good
chance Martin will get a
starting nod in this weekend’s games. DeYoung may
take over the center spot
from Tom Clayton, the 6-5
leaner, who is currently discussing his future basketball
plans with the Educational
Opportunity
Program
(E013) people.
"I’m in agreement with
them i EOP1 that Clayton’s
studies come before anything else," commented
Waxman. The first year
coach is quick to add that
things certainly wouldn’t get
better if Clayton had to hang
it up. This year’s frosh has a
lot, but height isn’t included.
Commenting further on
the Cal game, Waxman
noted that "individual scoring performances don’, impress me if I feel it’s not the

1. New cars starting from $1,795.00.
2. Over 100 quality, guaranteed domestic and
foreign used cars.
3. Complete lease program. (New cars under
$50.00 monthly).
4. Complete rental service $6.00 daily, 6c a
mile, "Free Gas".
5. Complete body and fender-foreign and
domestic -free estimates. Loaners available.
6. Complete transmission service-standard
and automatic-overhauled for as little as
$99.50.
7. Expert tune up service-domestic and foreign
for as little as $5.95 labor.
8. Lowest rates on all general mechanical repair, all makes and models.

* Star Motor Imports
375 So. Market

American Jim McDaniels.
Underwood hit 23 points and
outrebounded his foe, 18-15.
Other Davis starters will
be guards Will Curley i 6-0)
and Steve Fletcher 5-11)
and forwards Ron McMillan
16-6) and liruce Shaffer 165 I.
After three games, guard
Johnnie Skinner is now the
only Spartan averaging in

double figures. Skinner has
60 points for a 20.0 aver,,’’ However, the sophomo) i
star has been unable to hit
for a high percent. Skinner
hos managed only 24 field
goals in 76 attempts 131.6
percent) and 12 of 24 free
th,ows 50 percent).
(nines will open with the
same lineup of Skinner and
Danny Walker, forwards Jan
Adamson and Pat Hamm
and Eleby at the post.

best that the player can produce. Scoring is not the only
thing in the game," he said.
CCSF, which used to rely
basically on its front line
power (Willie Wise, Gene
Williams, etc.) will feature a
team with an outstanding
back court. Veteran Billy
Metcalfe, a real leaper and
fine outside shooter, will
open along with all-around
sports star Larry Barren.
Barren was a three sport All
City star at Wilson (SF).
’

Eat, Drink, aid
be Merry
Delicious Food
Excellent Wine,
Free Entertainment
l’hurs. - Sun.
WINE CELLAR
50 UNIVERSITY AVE
OLD TOWN
LOS GA- JS

for special student discour.,

call

FRANK WONG
(after 3:00 p.m.)
KLEPINGER MOTORS CO.
405 W. SANTA CLARA
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lot
on
Ayds-Diet Food
Reg. 3.50
Neutrogena Facial Cream
Reg. 1.00
Nadionola
Facial Bleaching Cream
Reg. 1.50
Phisohex-Bacterial Skin Cleaner
Reg. 3.04
III Curl Free-Hair Straightener
Reg. 3.50
Skinny-Dip Cologne
Reg, 2.00
Femlron-Vitamin Tablets
Reg. 1.09
Alka-Seltzer Plus-Cold Tablets
Reg. .98
Robitussin-Cough Medicine
Reg. 1.29
Sleep-Eze
Reg. 1.69
Allercream-Hairspray
Reg. 3.00

rztlyOur Price 2.80

Our Price 2.43
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Our Price 2.80

’el

Our Price

.79

Our Price 1.20

Our Price L60
Our Price

.87

Our Price

.83

Our Price 1.03
Our Price 1.35
Our Price 2.40

Also, The Complete Clariol Make -Up Line Has
Just Arrived At Special Discount Prices!!

Bantam Discount - 92 So. First St.

- Open Mon -Sat 10:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

GRAND
OPENING!
CHEESE
WITH PEPPERONI
WITH MUSHROOM
WITH HAM
WITH BACON
CHEESE, Your Choice of any TWO ITEMS
CHEESE, Your Choice of any 3 ITEMS
WITH FAMOUS ITALIAN SAUSAGE
WITH GROUND BEEF
WITH GREEN PEPPER
WITH BLACK OLIVES
WITH ONION
LITTLE CAESAR’S SPECIAL. Cheese.
Pepperoni, Bacon, Iviiishruom, Ham,
Green Pepper, Onion, (Anchovies on
request)
EXTRA ITEMS (Above on request)

r.

Sm.
10"

Med.
12"

Lg.
14"

Ex. Lg.
16"

1.00
1.40
1,55
1.55
1.55
1.80
2.00
1.55
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40

1.20
1.75
1.90
1.90
1,90
115
2.35
1,90
1,75
1.75
1,75
1.75

1.70
225
2.40
2.40
2.40
185
2-55
2.40
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25

2..SO
2.85
3,00
3,00
3.00
3.25
3.45
3.00
2.85
2.70
2.70
? 70

2.65

3.00

3.50

’0

.30

.35

.50

.60

5

Save Now For Christmas Gifts
lite, Sada 614K

Boutique Shop
10th & William St,
. -

as,

San Jose
294-7629
111611110"
10 a.m. - 6 pm.

1

ON THE PURCHASE OF ANY
MEDIUM OR LARGER PIZZA
WITH TWO OR MORE ITEMS

AT LITTLE CAESARS"

50C

50C !
Hots,
MOn, tin,

4 P At

Giveaway Prices
(Below Cost)
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...made with Little Caesar’s Real Italian Sauce and Select
Blended Cheese ...from the giant 600 degree ovens in the window.

50c OFF

SALE!
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student rep. 293-5910

THIS COUPON GOOD FOP

Going Out Of Business

2

354-4808

286-6500

LAST CHANCE!!
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Thies.
A 151

Fri. --2 P.M. -2 A.M.
Sat. -12 P.M. -2 A.M.
Sun. -12 P.M. 12 A.M.,

Attic Caesbfr
Viaa Ttmt
476 S. 10th
275-8232
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Top Gymnasts Here Tonight
By MIKE CONLEY
Daily Sports Writer
Sparkling individual performances are expected to
highlight the ninth annual
San Jose State Gymnastics
Invitational tonight at 7:30
in the Spartan Gym.
Thirteen schools will be
participating in the event
which kicks off the Spartans
home season, including six
duel meets after the first of
the year. Invited to compete
were Stanford, UC Berkeley,
Nevada at Reno, Cal State

ONE OF MANY-SJS STAR Joe Sweeney will
Is. just one of the many national gymnastic
to perform tonight in the Men’s Gym
, ’jailing at 7:30.

Gymnasts from 13 schools will be represented. Sweeney, a senior, performs on the
high bar ’above), and will be entered in the
all around competition.
-Daily photo by Wayne Salvatore

Intramurals
This coming Monday night
;he Intramural basketball
program holds its final con)est, and it’s for all the martes. The Red Hots will meet
-ie Pack for the All College
-asketball championship at
’ 0 in the men’s gym.

Who’s the Pack? Well, ask
the Lucibrators. The team
that everybody and his
brother figured would meet
the Red Hots in the "big one
Monday night" was upset (if
that’s the word) 46-41.
In the meantime the Red

Spartaguide
’

7-11
:lets: Sale, C.U. Pacifica
9:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
.eryorie welcome.
I-14
VISTA, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
in., C.U. Representatives
ll be on campus.
reign Students, who would
ke to spend Christmas day
i(h an American family can
.ntact the Community
ommittee for International
ltudents at 155 S. Ilth St.,
95-1412. Many families have
ontacted the committee
.sking for students to share
bristmas with them.
’)F,C. 9-12
The Baeehae, by Euri:des, directed by Howard
’.urman. Drama Theater,
; .15 p.m. Admission 1 dollar
-tudents, two dollars general
l’ODAY
Ski Club, 6 p.m., 4th and
:in Carlos. Departure for
: trip to Heavenly Valley,
Ii students and faculty
Ipha Kappa Alpha, 7 p.m.,
lack Studies Department
minge. Tiakas are coming
SJS. Women students.
Friday Flicks, 7 and 10
;.rn., -True Grit," 50 cents.
Hillel Foundation, 8 p.m.,
)ewish Students Center, 47S.
if th St. Chanukah dance.
\II welcome, free.
PI Omega Pi, 8 p.m., 2155
.anal Ave. Christmas party.
International Christmas
party, 8 p.m., Intercultural
’enter, (New Wineskin),

10th and San Fernando.
Christmas party.
Coffee
Jonah’s Wail
House, 8 p.m., 300 S. 10th.
inpresents
Gay Liberation
formation rap and folk
music.

"El dia de la virgen de
Guadalupe,- midnight mass,
Our Lady of Guadalupe
Church, 2020 E. San Antonio
St.
TOMORROW
Arab Student Association,
10 a.m., S 142. A seminar on
the struggle of the Palestinian revolution.
Students for Peace and
Freedom, 12:30, parking lot
8th and San Carlos. Automobile rally. All cars welcome. $1.50 per car. Ceramic
awards. Rain or shine.
Jonah’s Wail, creativity
night and folk music.
Israeli Student Organization, 8:30 p.m., WG. All
students invited to the
Hanukkah party.
SUNDAY
United Campus Ministry
and Lutheran Campus Ministry, 5 p.m., Chapel of Reconciliation, 300 S. 10th St.
Ecumenical celebration and
attendance at the Christmas
Star banquet following.
MONDAY
AFROTC, 7 p.m., MB 422.
Recruiting and flight school
film, "The Year with 52
weeks."
TUESDAY
Women’s Liberation, 7:30
p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
Orientation meeting. All
welcome.

Hots were taking the Space
Cowboys for a little ride,
right out of intramural contention, with a 43-39 lashing.
Also this Monday night,
but an hour earlier, Allen
Hall and a scrappy group
called the Dribbling Eight
will be going after the Lower
Division Marbles or championship and this one should
also very verrry in-ter-resting.
To get to the finals, the
Dribbling Eight bounced by
Thetha Chi, 43-42, while
Allen Hall was hitting Impact, 41-37.
The Intramural office announced that Co-rec night
will be held five nights a
week from 6:30 to 9 p.m. The
word is that the wrestling
program is going to be held,
but all judo entrants must be
cleared by Coach Yosh
Uchida by next Tuesday.

SCIP Sponsors
’Snack And Rap’
Lunch Session
Hard hats, students and
faculty are being invited to
snack and rap during a lunch
of "pre-inflation priced" 15
cent hot dogs tomorrow 11 2
at the barbeque pits. The
campus lunch is sponsored
by the Student Community
Involvement
Program
SUP).

cKTION s,41
-41;puND
TO
EUROPE
NEW YORK
$139
contact:
Lois Dickinson
Student Union Table
287-8240

Finest Rer.onditioned Cars
On The Peninsula

$95 - $995

Auto Budget Center
736 8211
Blk. So. of Wolf Rd.

ANNOUN(FMTNIS 0)
MAKE. IT. FINE WINE $1.00 a gal.
BREW 8 cents a gt. Beer & Wine
Books& Recipes Crocks Malt Hops
Grape Concentrates
FREE AD
VICE BEGINNERS START HERE!
Located in the Arts & Crafts Center.
Ph. 248-6680, 1855 The Alameda THE
CALIFORNIA WINEMAKER.
Attention Flower Children-We have
long stem premium roses for S2.95 a
do: (we’ll put them in a gold florists
box even) catch this terrific deal at
Eleanor’s Flowers of Los Gatos. 720
University Ave (between Blossom
Hill Rd. & Lark Ave 1 call for direc.
tions 356 6314 or 356 4839. We also have
carnations for S1.00 per doz., daisies 65
cents, bachelor buttons 95 cents,
Mums 51 95 a doz etc. etc. We have
just about the largest selection of cut
flowers in the valley You’ll love our
place
Attention "low Budget" students!
ELEANOR’S DISCOUNT FASHIONS
of Los Gatos is selling name brand
clothes ( Bobbie Brooks. Catalinas,
White Stag, Magnins, etc i for approo.
one third of the original cost. You
won’t believe the lovely clothes for so
little money. Large selection. Ladies,
childrens & teens. Call for directions
35663t4 or 3544839. 720 University
Ave. (between Blossom Hill Rd. &
Lark Ave )

CAR RALLYE, PARKVIEW GEM
SHOPPING CENTER (SAN MATEO)
Saturday, Dec 12th by SPOR TIN’
LIFE
53 00 Any car and beginners
welcome Start anytime between 6 and
9 p
COME TO THE FESTIVAL OF THE
LIGHTS The Israeli Studentw Invite
you to their Hanukkan Party at the
Women’s Gym on Sat. Dec. 12th at
8 30 P
CAR RALLYE by Southbay OSCA.
GEM on N. First in San Jose. Sat.
Dec 12th 60 pm 5 Classes. Awards
SANTA IN PERSON. Finish in Mil
pass All Welcome INFO. 262 6722
Car Relive By FUN Touring Club
from GEM in San Jose On N. 1st St.
FRIDAY Dec 18 53.00.car 5 classes
Ali Welcome INFO 262 6/22
AUTOMOTIVE 12)
VW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used
Parts. Save Son Labor & Parts I will
SAY your broken down or wrecked VW.
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, Si. 292 3768
FOR SALE - 4 650 13 Snow L Mud
Tires Good Cond. Call Dan at 297,2273.
540 for set
GOOD BUY! 1964 Pontiac Tempest, 6
cylin automatic, color blue New
tires, just tuned. 58,000 miles $600 :all
Shirley 294 8741. rm 123. eves
67 FIAT 850 SPORT SPIDER, 30 MPG
. A true sports car, excellent cond
Must Sell, make offer 286 8762
VWTUNEUP, 59.50 and parts,
Brakes? CHEAP!, 4 yrs. experience
CALL GREG 292 1890 anytime.

1

63I FORD GALAXY. 500 XL, we? 7
Bird Eng Tech, Amer Mags. Hurst 4
sp. Stereo. 5725 or Best 657 7583.

KAMA
SUTRA

’67 VW Bug, beige. 4 new tires, radio,
excel cond $,940 296 6652. Call after
3.00
FRIDAY FLICKS "True Grit" with
John Wayne Morris Daily Auditor
ium. Friday Deec 11 50 cents
’63 VW Buy - Excellent running cond.
new starter, good for camping, cur
tains, double bed 51,000 or offer.
293 8725

KAMA SUTRA
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’62 MG Midget. Low Miles, rblt trans.,
clutch, plus new tires, good cond. Must
sell 269 0782
55 Chevy Station Wagon, V.S, STD
Trans. Absolutely irnmac. & Mech
perfect 5250. Days 245-3231, Eves: 265
0735.
57 Chev. Wen. New paint & Int. 5 Wel
tires, radio L heater. 6 cyl. standard.
Curtains for sleeping or whatever. 5350
or best offer._ 948 8375.
RECORD A TAPE SALEI I have con.
nections with a wholesaler and can
supply all the current LP records and
most tapes at 40 per cent discount. All
SS LP’s sell for 5.3.06. S6 LP’s for 53.62,
etc. All sales are on a special order
basis. Place your order by Tues., pick.
up Fri. of the same week. Hrs. 9 a.rn.
8 p.m. Mon Fri CALL for informa
lion, 2980700 Ron 5313 S. 8th. IT’S
LEGIT. Now taking orders for Christ.
Inas.
U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots, Field
jackets, Camping supplies; Navy Pea
Coats, Bell bottom pants (Denim
Wool
Whites15, London Bobby
Capes, 5 nish Leather Jackets. HIP.
PIE FASHIONS Furs & Leather.
JACK 8, PAT’S 3rd HAND STORE, 375
E. Hedding St Si Also 7036 Thorn.
ton Ave., Newark 10.5 Man. - Thur. 10
6 Fri & Sat
OLD PICKLE BARRELS 510 each,
call Larry after 3 at 291 .6659 or call
Lou at 295 9967.
MAGS - Two IX 14 arner. mags. tires,
tubes, lugs. 575. Call Gene 252,2627.
GERMAN SHORTHAIR POINTER male? months oft’ Has all his shots. I
must sell him before Dec. 18. Best
Offer Call Mike 298.3733.
Typewriter, SCM 12" carriage, one
year old, portable, manual, 590 or best
Offer Cal 244 9173.
Custom Made 3 pc. Diamond &
Sapphire Wedding rings white gold.
Worn 3 wks. Pd 5550 Sc. $250 377.
0966 eves.
STEREO: Gerard 4 sod. turntable &
EICO Amplif ier.Perfect Cord Call
after 6 p.m. 293.3754 or 293.5631.
CAMERA NIKONOS $90.00 Call 293.
4076 EVES
4.SALE 2-Asen Mags 10,7" $80,
Hansen surfboard 9’8" 530. kCall Tom
162 1104 wanted dirt bike 250cc & VP
262 zsze,
Portable sewing machine. $20 294.
2464 call evenings
Guitar, accou. or elec. Any model.
Amps & access. Brand new whIs
15 per cent Call Jim at 286.0667
Barbells & Weights
150 lbs. 52000
or offer Call 294 2464.
Furn. Ski Cabin No 18 Arrowhead Ct.
S Tahoe 3 bdrm SI40 we. D. Wilson
19161 541 3000
Al
Malamute needs hood home.
Large red male, AKC, very friendly,
must sell or give away 269 1691.
Miniature Maltese Poodle Puppy,
male 8 wks old Very Friendly. Will
hold ’till Xmas 550 Call 251 7014
HELP WANTED 141

XMAS SPECIAL: 63 VW, 8.000 on New
Rebuilt Engine. New Tires. Exc. Cond.
5700. Call Rene 259 5728-287 6240.

THE MOTION PICTURE
KAMA SUTRA SEEN BY
MILLIONS OF MEN AND
WOMEN IN EUROPE
AND ASIA IS NOW
FREE TO BE SHOWN
THE UNPTO STATES...
ANSWERS QUESTIONS EVEN A MAN AND
WIFE DON’T DARE ASK EACH OTHER! IC
COME TO THE
WED

M inoru Morisaki, a
sophomore at Cal, is also
very good," he said. "He was
the Japanese high school
champion two years two,
-Then they have Dan
Bowles who is a former
N(7AA long horse champion.
He beat barely Jim Turpin
( S.IS ) in the Sacramento
State Invitational."
Other top performers
mentioned by Hill include
Maurice Williams, an allaround performer from
Chico, and Dave Niemand, a
Sacramento State graduate,
who "performs one of the
most difficult routines in the
world on the high bar."
TOP TEAM
"Cal has to be considered
the top team," Hills stated,
"as they finished as NCAA
champions two years ago

IMO111111
4141=11

Tune.Ups any car w out air 510 or w
air 514
parts whls. Call Jim at
286.0667
SUZUKI ’70. 120cc less than 100 miles
Quick change gears. 1.500 new $400
225 9585

CAN

voikswagon Bug 1969, excellent
condition Sunroof & other extras,
MUST SELL. 51600 or best offer. Call
379 1557

ft
HOLDER
CARDS
JEWELRY
MACRA
ME and
ANYTHI
NG ELSE
WE
MAY GI
VE AS
IDEAS
we have
the mat
erials

6$ Yamaha 35000. YR 2 Street. Hi
Comp Heads New Tires, Good cond
S375 00 Call Guy 298 3601
66 MGB.B.R.G., corm. wire wheels,
ov-irdrice. wort cony Lail 265 5551

FOR SALE 131

roberts
bookstore

and have another potential
championship team. Their
assistant coach, Masayuki
Watanabe, is one of the best
in the world."
Hills rates SJS and Fullerton right behind Cal with
Chico following. He also feels
Sacramento State will have a
good team.
Top Spartan gymnasts will
be Turpin, Joe Sweeney and

Mike Cooper.
"Cooper has partly recovered from an injury andhi
will compete in the [reedy
exercise and on the rings,"
Hills said, "while Turpin and.
Sweeney will be entered in
the all-around competition.
Adding depth to the
Spartan team are Kim
Kludt, Bill Barnwell, Eric
Havstad and Ed Sparacino,

BMW
Sales & Service
also - BMW Bikes
SJ BMW - Specializing In Servicing
Al) European Made Cars - Experts
In Porsche, VW, & Mercedes Service

San Jose BMW
292-7707

1438 So. 1st

Sales - 9 to 9 Daily - Set, - 8 to 5 Mon. thro Fri.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Cash paid for information leading to
the purchase of old cars (before 19421
Please call for more details. Aft. 5
pm Bob 961 6718.

STUDENT DISCOUNT
10% OFF

929 E. El Camino

Ilayward, San Francisco
State, Sacramento State,
Chico State, Cal State
Fullerton, DC Davis, Diablo
Va:ley
College
and
Sacramento City (’ollege.
Individual and All -Around
awards will be given out
following the last event. No
team scores will be kept.
TOP _GYMNAST
SJS Assistant Coach Doug
Hills commented on some of
the top gymnasts who will be
competing.
"George Greenfield from
Cal is the best gymnast that
will be here," Hills said. "He
recently competed in the
World Games in Yugoslavia
as part of the American
team His best events are the
high bar and free exercise.
Two other Cal gymnasts
also rated praise from Hills.

Yza:

Students Parttime. Several positions
open If you have your own car and are
free to work from 4 to 10 p.m. week
days, and weekends We have an ideal
opportunity. Both men and women
considered. You most like to meet the
public and have a neat appearance.
Excellent pay, fringe benefits. Testing
for these positions will commence at 3
p rn. sharp Mon. Nov. 9. See Mr.
Winter 1850 Borel Place Suite 130 San
Mateo Calif. No Phone calls.
DRIVER: FULL OR PART TIME, Ice
Cream, Soft Drink Vending Routes, 30.
50 percent Comm. 358 N. Montgomery.
9 11 a.m. 297 4228.
$3.00 Per hr., Male 8. Female Need
Money for food, rent, books. car? If
you are willing to work, we pay 3.00 hr.
After qualifying require care L neat
appear Fuller Brasil Co. 225 5513.
MALE STUDENT NEEDED - To
play Santa Claus in Pruneyard Shop.
Ping Center Dec. 5, 128. 16 through the
24th. 52 per haul.. Call 377 4504.
FRIDAY FLICKS "True Grit" with
John Wayne Morris Daily Auditor
lum, Friday Dec 11 50 cents.
SALES
OPPORTUNITY
Male
Female Full or part time Sole
distributors of the original diurnal
nocturnal teaching course by the
renowned
psychologist.
Ben
Sweetland Liberal commission. Will
train For info call 298 7001

LOST AND FOUND

S.

LOST: One Yossarian (my dog).
He’s small,med, it. brn., super friend,
ly, flea collar. Please call 296.4709.
FOUND: Kitten with collar & Bell.
Identify 186.2749. Ask for Jana.
Lost Black female
9 mo. 1
yr oid Ansers to Faustas Please call
225 3681
HOUSING
Men Close to Campus, Clean, Quiet.
Grad or Upper Div. Single Rooms with
Kit. Priv, Call 295.8781.295.2358.
-_
2 Bdrm, 11/2 bath wi.w cpts, drapes,
A.E.K, very clean enclosed parking,
5190 598 So. 9th 287.2854, 266.1350.
ROOM
Men Singles or Double
Furnace heat, wall to well carpet
quiet 406 South 11th.
Need liberal female roommate now
who has or wants to look for houSe.
Call Bev 287.0204.
Apts. for rent or lease. 2 berm. apts.
drps. a.e.k. wtr. pd. Adults only.
1167 So. 6th St.
Near SJS, Studio Plus. 5905. wutill.
ties Furn. Call 292.7899 after 4:30
P.m.
Small 2 bdrm, apt. for rent. S100 mo.
628 5 10th St. 2926723.
Need Female roommate for spring
sem 2 blks from campus. 551 mo.
Pool. 470 S. 11th St. No 31. 289.8242.
FRIDAY FLICKS "True Grit" with
John Wayne, Morris Daily Auditor.
ikon, Friday Dec. 11. 50 cents.
Private rm. in house occupied by 4
girls now, Full use of bitch. 16 other
facilities. S60.mo. 363 S. 11th 295
2660.
Girl. Upper din. or grad. la bib SJS.
Own room, mod. furn. apt., 570. mo.
Begin Feb. 1. Call Ellen. 192.5189,
2 BEDROOM - 2 BATH S160.aver.
age rent, pool, gym, in Mt. View Call
2077256 or 324.1323.
MALE ROOMMATE NOW. to share
room 550 month. Call Marb Chacon or
Neil Murray - After 6 p.m. or Before
10 a.m. 244.3117.
3 Girls needed to Share House for
Spring semester. 249 So. 131h. St. 560.
ea. 2940133.
1 bdrm, apt. furn. w -w carpet. Anal.
now 545 5. 9th St. or call 294.5744.
Male roommate needed, to share w.1
other Completely furn. 2 berm Apt.
567.50, Call Eric after 3:00 295.3479 or
stop by 351 S. 11th No. S.
Consloerale tem. roommate needed
now, 2 berm. apt. own rm., w.db. bed.
S70. 2 persons 145 ea. V] bik. 295.5857.
FEMALE. Share 3 berm. 2 ho. apt.
with 32 other chicks. 7 mi. front
campus. Near San ThOrnas Express. &
Payne Ave. 5.40 month. Share room.
Call 243.6766.

-- AUTO INSURANCE Annual liability
& PPD.) Married or Single age 2,
& over 589. Married 11.12 S148 Mr. Tol
241.3900.
STEREO’S FOR RENT, Portable 01
console free delivery, free service, n(
contract. Esche’s 251.2598.
TV’s FOR RENT: free service, fret
delivery in San Jose area; no contract
Esche’s 251.2598.
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE ennui
liability rates 0.125cc 528; 126cc.200c(
536; 201cc.450cc S46; .151cc.600cc 56:
Mr. Neal 371.1877.
EXPERIENCE THESIS TYPING ,
ELECTRIC Master’s . Reports
DIsertations. Marianne Tarnberg, 192,,
Harris Ave. Call 371.0395, San Jose. .;
EXPERIENCED TYPING
ELEC"
TRIC: Term papers, Thesis. Etc.
pendable. Mrs. Allen 294-1313.
TYPING, IBM Elec, exper, editins
Former English teacher, PU 8 deliver Call Mary Bryner, 241-644.1
after 6:00.
TYPING - thesis, term papers, etc
experienced and FAST!! Phone 269
8674.
HELP SELF BY HELPING OTHER’
55.00 540.03 MO. FOR BLOOD Di
PLASMA. PRESENT STUDEN’
ACTIVITY CARD FOR 1st. TIME
S1.00 BONUS. CALIF. BLOOD BANK
35 5, Almaden S.J. PH. 2946535 (Op
pasite Greyhound Depot).
SURPLUS and GOODIES, Fielc
Jackets, Pea Coats, Bell Bottom
Pants, Clothing, Poly foam, Camping
supplies, Backpack gear, Boots, any
other far out items. BARGAIN CITY.
260 N. 1st St. Hrs. 10 6, Thorn til 9
Closed Sunday
TYPING in my Home. PICA Typ
Electric. Phone: 379.5098
CUSTOM MADE RINGS - Unichi
engagement and.or wedding dlamon,
jewelry designed to your exact spee
fIcations. Beautiful craftsmanshi
at reasonable prices. The perfec
Christmas gift for your sweetheart
Call Arlo at 2940510.
FLAMENCO In depth by professiona
guitarist. Phone 374.3M3
Student Guide to Europe.inforrnatior
on trains, charters, hostels, etc. Reg
250. While they last, 51.50. Call 293
1031.
PERSONALS

2

Discouraged? Under Pressure? Neec
Help? Get the Daily Habit of Callinc
DIAL PEACE OF MIND 294-S333. C.
min.)
You can have me, all of me for only 7,
cents. Meet meat St James Int irrnan
190 Moffett Blvd. Mt. View... Alwayi
on Sunday. H. Wallbanger.
B e open minded. Explore th
advantages of a sorority. Ingur
administration rm 242

Male roommate needed to sublet 2
bdrin mod. apt. with 3 roommates.
Take over payments beg. Spr.
semester. 050. 641 S. Ilth 2119.11668.

EUROPE ’ISRAEL. EAST AFRICA,
student travel discounts. Contac
I.S.C.A. representative Fred, 415.843
1857. Hrs. 4-62536 Regent St. Berkeley.

CHICK looking tor 2
liberal
roommates to share ig. old 2 berm.
apt., 5 blks, from campus. Avail. Dec.
15 or Jen I 298.5454.

E UROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS.
Several Schedules available from
Well Coast to London, Amsterdam,
Frankfurt. Winter flights S250 to 5265
roundtrip, or $150 oneway. Spring and
Summer F lights $260 to 1325 roundtrip.
and 5160 to 5175 oneway. Professor
Margaret Peal 247 Roycroft Ave.
Long Beach 90803, 438 2179

GIRL, Share nice 2 bdrm, apt. with
Pool in Los Gatos, 356.7454 or 356.7803
after 6.
LARGE 2 bdrm, turn, house for rent.
GIRLS ONLY. S60.head. 4 persons. 656
O 9th 286 2837.
Walk to SJS Share 060 per month,
Uhl. paid, Kit. Prin. 377.4064 anytime.
5.6 p.m. Best.
Very nice room In exchange tor light
household duties. Non smoker female
only 45(8.5, to SJS. Call 217.3125 after
500
STUDIO Furnished Apt., th block to
college Available Dec. IS Women
only 198 3582.
2 £3 berm. apts. 10C rent 470 S. 11M St.
phone 287 7590 Pool, rec. MOM;
Roommates needed
SIRS 10’
FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can Edit. Four miles from
campus. Mrs. Aslanlan 291.4104.
STUDENT TYPING In my home.
Fast, accurate, minor editing. Mrs
Baxter, phone 244 6581

